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Preliminary Remarks

When the present contributor (originally an
Iranologist) suggested some years ago to some
colleagues that they consider more thoroughly
the cultural interrelations between Southeast
Asia and the Iranian world 1 he received almost
no response. Those contacts were considered
insignificant and marginal, compared for
instance with those between the MalayIndonesian archipelago and the Arabian
Peninsula. In the view of the writer a similar
situation exists with regard to scholars concerned
with Southeast Asian studies, since they too
lack in most of the cases the knowledge of the
languages which provide access to Muslim
historiography and scholarship, i.e Persian and
Arabic (and to a limited degree OttomanTurkish).
The following is rather intended to stimulate
more comprehensive and interdisciplinary
research which goes beyond the reputedly
narrow limitations of Southeast Asian or Iranian
Studies, respectively. It is intended to bring both
'groups' together for the sake of reconstructing
the nature and amount of Persian religious and
cultural influences in Southeast Asia. Particularly inspiring and beneficial for this purpose
seem to be the approaches followed by Anthony

Reid with regard to Southeast Asia in the course
of the 15th to 17th centuries2 and Femand
Braude! with regard to the Mediterranean basin
during the 16th century, respectively. 3 Both
focus on the integrative role played by the
respective regions, despite existing elemental
cultural and other diversities. Although the
present paper only indicates future directions of
research, some significant Persian cultural and/
or religious influences shall be highlighted.
Attention shall also be directed to a recent
research project intiated by the writer.
Stimulating Interdisciplinary Approaches

In this context, it should be clear that a concerted
effort is needed by scholars from various
disciplines. The writer was encouraged in this
regard at a conference on Southeast Asian
Studies.4 During this conference he conceived
an international and interdisciplinary research
project "Persian Cultural Influences in Thailand
and the Malay-Indonesian Archipelago". It aims
to present-in a single volume--recent research
on the interrelations between Southeast Asia
and the Iranian world. This can be carried out
by international scholars in various disciplines
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and relevant fields of learning such as Islamic
studies, Asian studies, Iranology, literature,
history, and economics. The design of the
research project is to promote scholarly work
and go beyond the narrow boundaries of
religious or .ethnic/nationalist perspectives or
sectarian interpretations of history.
The geographical area under investigation
shall for the present be limited to the territories
of Iran, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Singapore. Coastal areas of other states on the
Indian Ocean rim such as Pakistan, India, Yemen
and Myanmar, might be considered too,
depending on participation in the project by
scholars studying them. The historical period
to be studied ranges from the 7th century CE
(signifying the beginning of the Islamization of
West Asia in general and the Iranian lands in
particular) up to the present. A preliminary
research outline is as follows:
I. The Coming oflslam to Southeast Asia
II. Traces of Persian Influence in the
Literature and Languages of Southeast
Asia
III. Religious Life
IV. Islamic Thought and Mysticism
V. Political and Diplomatic Relations
between Iran and the Southeast Asian
Region
VI. Economic and Trade Relations between Iran and Southeast Asia
VII. Persian Cultural Influences in Southeast Asia through India
VIII. Perspectives for Future Research
Suggestions on the outline by interested
scholars are highly appreciated. 5 Following is a
discussion of significant cultural and other
influences.
Selected Aspects ofReligio-Cultural Encounters Between Southeast Asia and the Iranian
World

In modem historiographical studies (whether
carried out by Arab or 'Western' authors), early
Muslim history had been mostly dealt with under
epithets such as "Arabic culture", "Arabic
civilization" or "Arabic seafaring in the Indian
Ocean". The expression Arabic-rather than
Muslim or Iranian/Persian, which further
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distinguishes the religious or ethnic background
of certain early historiographers, travellers and
merchants etc., had been seen as the major
characteristic since those three groups used, at
least up to the I Oth or lith centuries CE,
predominantly the Arabic language. This
functioned as the carrier of the new Muslim
civilization, regardless of their particular ethnic
background. 6
With the political fragmentation of the
Middle East following that period, and in
particular in the aftermath of the Turkic and
Mongol onslaughts of the lOth to 13th centuries,
the (New) Persian language increasingly
replaced Arabic in Iran proper, Anatolia, Central
Asia, and the Indian subcontinent. New Persian
served as the promoter of Muslim civilization
and even as a lingua franca. The use of Arabic
was no longer understood by the common
people, and came only to be used in liturgy and
theological studies. The "lslamizing" factor of
Persian in what was to become Muslim India
was imported. However, only disconnected
studies of varying usefulness and competence
have been carried out so far.
To begin with the cultural interchanges
between West Asia, Iran in particular, and
Maritime Southeast Asia during the pre-Islamic
Siisiinid period, are not well understood, despite
research by several scholars about three decades
ago. 7 In particular the painstaking studies by
Colless 8 on the Nestorian and Armenian
Christians in Southeast Asia during Iran's
Sasanid period, before the coming of Islam,
have to be emphasized.
With regard to Persian cultural influences in
the Malay-Indonesian world since its Islamization (regardless of whatever date we might
prefer, a circumstance which seems unfortunately still to depend on the "religious/
ideological standpoint" of those writing on it)9
the amount of available studies although larger,
still lacks an overall survey. The existing corpus
of secondary sources relevant to our subject
seems to focus on actual or alleged 'Persian
elements' in Malay language, literature and
culture. 10 Another feature which does not
necessarily facilitate progress with respect to
our topic is the prevalence of sectarian and at
times even ethnic prejudice by some Malay
authors: things "Persian" are sometimes
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simplistically and inaccurately seen as entirely
''Shi'ite" (thus not acceptable to a staunchly
Sunni Malay), an erroneous conviction which
reveals ignorance of the fact that Persian
influences are detectible in the region much
earlier than the time of the transformation of
Iran into a kind of Twelver11 Shi'ite state which
happened only under the rule of the ~afavid
Shiih Isma'TI I (r. 1501-24) toward the beginning
ofthe 16th century.
More encouraging steps, however, have been
taken with regard to research on Muslim
mysticism (ta~awwuf, 'irfiin) in Southeast Asia.
There too, however, 'Persian influences' have
so far only been dealt with as one of many
subjects. Of particular relevance for our present
purpose is I:Iamzah Fan~iiri, perhaps the most
eminent Malay Muslim mystical poet, who
flourished during the second half of the 16th
century and who was equally fluent and eloquent
in the Malay, Arabic and Persian languages. 12
I:Iamzah's significance to our present topic lies
not so much in his position within Malay
literature, but rather in the manner he referred
to his place of "origin"-Shahr-i Naw. This
could be his birthplace or a location where he
went through a kind of intellectual and/or
spiritual transformation: In one of his Malay
poems I:Iamzah says:
l:lamzah Shahr-i Nawi terlalu hapus,
Seperti kayu sekalian hangus;
A~alnya Laut tiada berharus,
Menjadi kiipiir didalam Barus.
(l:lamzah of Shahr-i Naw is truely effaced,
Like wood, all burnt to cinders;
His origin is the Ocean without currents,
he became camphor in Barus [in Sumatra]). 13

In another work, I:Iamzah applies a philosophical-mystical metaphor, "existence"
(wujad), for Ayutthaya:
... Mendapat wujad ditanah Shahr Nawr.
(... He acquired his existence in the land of
Shahr Nawt) 14•

It should be noted that the Persian expression
Shahr-i Naw (i.e. literally 'New City') since the
14th century (thus for a long time before the
"Shi'ite transformation" of Iran under the

~afavids) throughout Muslim geographical
literature (Persian as well as Arabic) in fact
referred to the new Siamese capital (since 1350)
of Ayutthaya. 15 Syed Muhammad Naquib alAttas, who has so far most comprehensively
studied the works of I:Iamzah Fan~iiri, has
brought forward convincing arguments in favour
of Shahr-i Naw/Ayutthaya as I:Iamzah's
birthplace. 16 The two references ofShahr-i Naw/
Ayutthaya being I:Iamzah's birthplace and this
poet's fluency in Persian shall serve here as a
connecting link to the role played by the
Ayutthaya kingdom as a haven for Persian
culture. This circumstance reflects the traditional
hospitality and tolerance of the Siamese rulers
and their subjects towards foreign visitors and
settlers in their country.
In the view of Anthony Reid, 17 and indeed
in accordance with many Muslims of Ayutthaya
regarding the prevailing socio-religious climate,
it would not be too far-fetched to assume that
I:Iamzah in fact 'converted' in the Siamese
capital to Twelver Shi'ite Islam, a notion which
is substantiated by the presence there of a large
community of Muslims of that persuasion.
I:Iamzah's frequent references to utterances of
the first Shi'ite Imam 'Ali in his works further
indicate this. 18 Furthermore, only at Shahr-i Naw/
Ayutthaya could I:Iamzah have acquired his
thorough knowledge of the Persian language
and Persian mystical thought. In the words of
Reid "[t]he greatest of the Muslim mystical poets
of the Malay world, Hamzah Fansuri, appears
to have learned his mysticism among the (mainly
Shi'ite) Muslims of the Siamese capital". 19

Persians and Persian Culture in Shahr-i Naw/
Ayutthaya: Contours on and Perspectives of
Future Research
Important for our topic then is the role played by
the community of Shi'ite Muslim Persian
merchants in the Siamese kingdom during the
reign of King Narai the Great (r. 1657-88). This
gives further evidence to the traditional religious
tolerance of the kings of Siam. An important
document in this regard is The Ship ofSulaymiin
(Safinah-yi Sulaymiint), a Persian travel-account
authored by Mul}.ammad Rabi' b. Mul}.ammad
Ibrahim, the secretary of an embassy sent by
Shiih Sulayman I (r. 1666--94), the ruler of
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~afavid Iran, in the second half of the 1680s to
the court of King Narai in response to an earlier
Siamese embassy to lran. 20 Already twenty years
ago the lranologist Jean Aubin described the
role of Persians in the Ayutthaya-kingdom. 21
Among scholars concerned with Southeast Asian
studies it was predominantly Professor David
K. Wyatt who directed the attention of a wider
circle than those concerned with Iranian studies
to the importance of The Ship of Sulayman. In
the view of the writer it is therefore permissable
to refer to Wyatt's elaborations here in some
detail in view of the deplorable circumstance
that the presence of Persians in Siam has been
neglected by emininent scholars, such as
Professor Hall, 22 and other authors of standard
histories of Southeast Asia in English. Professor
Wyatt states:

The importance of The Ship ofSulayman to those
interested in Thai history is considerable. Its
evidence bears on three main themes: the foreign
policy of King Narai, the Persian community in
Siam, and the rise and fortunes of the Bunnag
family in the seventeenth century.
The connection with Persia is treated only in
passing in the conventional accounts of King
Narai's reign, and much of the significance often
is lost in general references to the "the Moors".
The Ship ofSulayman expands upon, and renders
more concrete, vague references in such accounts
as that of Pere de Beze, which mentions
Phaulkon's supervision of a mission at some
unspecified date, which on the evidence of the
Persian account must have taken place in 1682.
Even cursory examination of the history of the
Persian mission of 1685-87 suggests that it might
be useful to consider Narai's foreign policy within
an international framework much broader than
the Thai-French-Dutch-English pattern within
which it usually is viewed. 23
He continues:
[Ibn] Muhammad Ibrahim's frequent references
to the Persian community in old Siam are a real
eye-opener in many ways. He mentions the
presence of Persians wherever he went in Siam,
beginning with high public officials in the
Tenasserim province, Phetburi, and Suphanburi,
and including numerous merchants and officials
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including the highest officials in the kingdom.
[... ] The significance of [Ibn] Muhammad
Ibrahim's numerous references to the Iranian
community in Siam is that they enable one to
begin to see better, in ways not previously
possible, some of the details of Ayudhya's social
and economic structure, particularly as that
structure incorporated immigrant communities.
His account is the first we have had from within
any Muslim community of Ayudhya, and is of
assistance not least in enabling us to see how
Dutch and English traders of the time were treated
like other Asian traders.
Finally, material contained in The Ship of
Sulaiman provides important information that
goes a long way towards solving the mystery of
the origins and early history of the Bunnag family,
a noble family powerful in the affairs of the
kingdom of Siam for more than three centuries. 24
Indeed remarkable is the conclusion arrived
at by Professor Wyatt with regard to the overall
significance of the Persian document in question
within the framework of Thai history:
The Ship of Sulaiman deserves to be included
among the most important primary sources for
the history of Siam in the reign of King Narai. It
is particularly welcome because it should serve
to open up new avenues of inquiry that have
previously been neglected. 25

In the view of the writer nothing can be
added to the above statement. The Ship ofSulaiman is important as a document which exemplifies the independent and self-confident foreignpolicy of King Narai vis-a-vis the interference
by major European naval powers, a foreignpolicy which perhaps can only be compared
with a similar course of action pursued in the
face of similar threats by King Chulalongkom
the Great (r. 1868-1910) ofthe present Chakri
dynasty.
A touching example from The Ship of
Sulaiman is the prayer of its (Shi'ite Muslim)
author for the well-being of the Siamese king,
which could serve as an illustration of the
unshakable loyalty of resident predominantly
Persian Shi'ite Muslims to their new homeland
and their (non-Muslim, Buddhist) monarch. In
the (for the ~afavid period characteristic) flowery
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language of the secretary, Ibn Mul;tammad

Ibrahim:
Good rulers, therefore, take a further step on the
path toward world harmony. With ambassadors
and delegations as their key they unlock the doors
of world-wide friendship. Such was the intent of
the Siamese king, possessor of the white elephant
and the throne of solid gold. For he loves all
Muslims and was overawed seeing that our king
[i.e. the ~afavid Shiih Sulayman], the brillant
luminary of world rule had risen into the Heavens
of eternal sovereignty, our king who is the noble
planet of good fortune, adornment of the throne
of omnipotence and bearer of Chosroes' crown
and the cap of Kayiin. Thereupon the Siamese
monarch hastened to open the accounts of
friendship and affection, 'May Allah bless him
and guide him into the fold oflslam' ."26

It appears that the relations between
Ayutthaya's Shi'ite Muslim and Buddhist
communities was marked by mutual respect and
tolerance. This is further substantiated by the
fact that since the first half of the 17th century
various dignitaries in the resident Persian community, for instance Shaykh Al;tmad-i Qummi
( 1543-1631 }, i.e. from the famous Shi'ite shrinecity of Qumm in Central Iran, who arrived in
1602 at the Siamese capital,27 served in the highest
administrative positions ofthe kingdom. Political
influence exercised by personalities originating
from families of Persian descent, such as the
Bunnags, continued even into the Bangkok
period. 28 The contributions of the Persian community to their host-country stand out from the
reserved tradition of Shi'ite Islam. As further
evidence of the loyalty of the Persian community
to the Siamese Crown and its subjects, despite
their non-Thai ethnic background, is the strong
cooperation of the Persian Shi'ites with Siam
against the machinations of Phaulkon and his
French allies. It seems that the rulers ofAyutthaya
appreciated this attitude, since in the words of
Anthony Reid,
[i]n the reign of the usurper Prasat Thong ( 162956) Shi'ite Muslims became to dominate the
commercial offices of Siam. Prasat Thong's son
Narai, according to a Persian writer [i.e. Ibn
Mul;tammad Ibrahim in his The Ship ofSulaiman],

as a boy "used to visit the Iranians regularly and
he took great pleasure in their social manners and
their food and drink." When Narai made his bid
for the throne in 1657, the Persians aided him by
using the cover of their annual Hasan-Husein
[sic!] feast to approach the incumbent ruler and
attack him with their firearms. Thereafter, Persian
Shi'ites were among Narai's closest advisers,
especially as commercial counterweights to the
more dangerous European companies. Chief
among them was a cultivated merchant, Aqa
Muhammad Astarabadi, better known by his
Siamese title, Okphra Sinnaowarat. He engineered
the sending of a Thai embassy to Persia in 1668
and the splendid reception of subsequent Persian
and Acehnese ambassadors to Siam, both of
whom were said to be hoping that the king would
embrace Islam. Astarabadi was encouraged to
fill the standing army of the kingdom with Persian
and Indian Shi'ite Muslims. Various governorships of key ports were placed in Muslim hands;
by the late 1670s Tenasserim and Mergui were
ruled by Persians, Phuket and nearby Bangkhli
by Indians, and Bangkok by a Turk. In return for
their services to the state, Muslims were exempted
from corvee, which evidently stimulated
conversions to Islam among the merchants of the
trading ports. In 1686, after the peak of Muslim
influence had passed, there were ten thousand
such converts in Tenasserim alone, to judge from
the yield of a special tax placed on them. At the
same period in the Siamese capital was said that
two thousand Shi'ites participated in their annual
Hasan-Husein processions celebrating the battle
of Karbyla [i.e. Karbalii'], still paid for by the
king in gratitude for its role in his accesssion
[... ].29
The steady increase of the Shi'ite community
in Siam, in the capital in particular, might have
been the result of an influx of Shi' ites, especially
Persians, from the strongly Persianized Shi'ite
states of the southern Indian Deccan, as a direct
result of the constant threats from the staunchly
Sunnite Mughal empire, which in the 1680s
would annex them. 30 With regard to Reid's above
elaborations on the conditions of the Muslim
communities in 16th and 17th century A yutthaya
the following observations, made by a French
visitor in the 1680s during the Shi'ite 'Ashurii'
mourning-ceremonies, are indeed remarkable.
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They provide an insight into the degree of
tolerance which had been exercised by the
Siamese rulers and the (overwhelmingly nonMuslim) Thai people, as well as the loyalty of
the resident Shi'ite Muslim community:
[...] the Moors [the Shi'ite Muslims resident at
the Siamese capital] made great Illuminations for
eight days together, in Honour of their Prophet
Mahomet [i.e. Mul}ammad] and his Son [sic!] 31 ,
whose Funerals they celebrated. They began to
solemnize the Festival the Evening before about
four of the Clock at Night, by a kind ofProcession,
wherein they were above two thousand Souls[!].
There they carried the Figure of the Tombs of
those two Impostors, with many Symbols of a
pretty neat Representation, amongst others, certain
great Cages covered with painted Cloth, and
carried by Men that marched and continually
turned in cadence to the Sound of Drums and
Timbrels. The quick and regular Motion of these
huge Machines which we saw at a distance,
without perceiving those that carried them,
occasioned an agreeable Surprise.
At the Head of this great Confluence of
People, some Grooms led three or four Horses in
rich Trappings, and a great many People carrying
several Lanthorns at the end oflong Poles, lighted
all the Procession and sung in divers Quires after
a very odd manner. With the same Zeal they
continued this Festival for several Nights together
till five of the Clock in the Morning. It is hardly
to be conceived how these Porters of Machines,
that uncessantly turned, could perform that
Exercise for fifteen or sixteen Hours together,
nor how the Singers that raised their Voices as
high as was possible for them, could sing so
long. The rest of the Procession looked modest
enough, some marched before the Singers, who
surrounded Coffins carried upon eight Mens
Shoulders, and the rest were mingled in the Croud
with them. There were a great many Siamese
Men and Women, Young and Old there, who
have embraced the Mahometan Religion [i.e.
Islam]. For since the Moors have got footing in
the Kingdom, they have drawn over a great many
People to their Religion, which is an Argument
that they are not so addicted to their Superstitions
[referring to Theravada Buddhism?], but that they
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can forsake them, when our Missionaries have
had have had Patience and Zeal enough to instruct
them in our Mysteries. It is true, that Nation is a
great Lover of Shows and splendid Ceremonies,
and by that means it is that the Moors, who
celebrate their Festivals with a great deal of
Magnificence, have perverted many of them to
the Sect ofMahomet. 32

Conclusion
These features of Persian cultural and other
influences on the civilizations of Southeast Asia
in general and Thailand in particular are merely
intended to stimulate an interest among
Southeast Asian scholars for this exciting
subject. There are more significant and
promising facets which are worth comprehensive
investgation. With regard to family history in
the context of Thai history, besides the already
mentioned role of the Bunnags, the fortunes of
the distinguished Namazie-family of Singapore,
which is to the knowledge ofthe writer the only
Persian family of Twelver Shi'ite origin in that
country, are of special interest too. 33 Furthermore, in the context of the religious history of
Southeast Asia the function of the Ismii 'fli, or
so-called "Sevenerl4 Shi'ite" community35 and
the propaganda activities (da 'wah) east of India
between the I Oth and II th centuries as well as
their interaction with international maritime trade
in the eastern Indian Ocean could open new
avenues. This is particularly so regarding the
not sufficiently known issue of the coming of
Islam to this region.
With regard to the general topic of the
promotion of Iranian studies in Southeast Asia
and it should be beyond doubt that Persian
language and culture have a historical footing
in the region. It is to be hoped that in the future
the interest in studying Persian as a major
linguistic tool in the historiography of Southeast
Asia will be in accordance with the rank due it
as the second language of Islamic civilization.
This contribution by an Iranologist has merely
aimed to direct attention to the disregarded but
nevertheless significant Persian cultural and
religious contribution to Southeast Asia and to
provide tentative directions for future research.
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AIUON.Annali del Instituto Universitario.
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BAEO.Boletin de Ia Asociacion Espanola de
Orientalistas.
CHSEA. The Cambridge History of Southeast
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HdO.Handbuch der Orientalistik.
IQ.lslamic Quarterly.
JIMMA.Journal of the Institute of Muslim
Minority Affairs.
JMBRAS.Journal ofthe Malaysian Branch ofthe
Royal Asiatic Society.
JSBRAS.Journal ofthe Straits Branch ofthe Royal
Asiatic Society.
JSS.Journal ofthe Siam Society.
St/s.Studia Is Iamica.
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